Working group IV – "Role of National Parliaments"

Subject: CONV documents of particular relevance

WG mandate: CONV 74/02
Secretariat note on the role of national parliaments: CONV 67/02
Questions for the plenary session 6-7 June 2002: CONV 68/02
Note on the plenary session 6-7 June 2002: CONV 97/02

Contributions from members of the Convention that specifically address the role of National Parliaments:
CONV document numbers: 61/02, 81/02, 82/02, 84/02, 95/02, 119/02

Contributions from members of the Convention that in part address the role of National Parliaments:
CONV document numbers: 12/02, 24/02, 27/02, 41/02, 44/02, 88/02, 102/02, 113/02